March 6, 2013

RE: Bid Title: Killearn Lakes Drainage Project, Phase 1b
Bid No: BC-03-14-13-27
Opening Date: Thursday, March 14, 2013 at 2:00 PM

ADDENDUM #1

Dear Vendor:

This letter serves as Addendum #1 for the above referenced project. The following is supplied for clarifications to the bid specifications:

Q. Is tree protection required in addition to areas where silt fence is constructed?
   A. Yes, unless LCDSEM Inspector allows exception

Q. In certain constricted areas can cranege visual screening be used in lieu of lumber for
tree protection?
   A. No, unless LCDSEM allows

Q. Will new concrete flumes use the same typical section as the ditch? There is no flume
detail.
   A. No. For proposed flumes shown on sheets 212, 216, 220, 222, 223, & 224,
the adflume is similar to using two modified “F” curbs face to face. See
attached detail. Lengths vary and are shown on the plans. For the flume
shown on sheet 308, match existing flume (extend flume to new ditch
bottom).

Q. Please clarify the location of sod. Sheet L1.0 Typical upland plan calls for seeded
erosion mat and other pages refer to sod.
   A. All disturbed areas shall be sodded (note #11 of general notes) except in
shaded areas. (per details on sheet 400) In shaded areas, a mat shall be
installed with appropriate seed mix. (see details on sheet 400) Approximate
quantities of sod and seeds we’re shown on the bid form.

Q. What is the width of sod outside the sandbag ditch pave areas? DOT index 281
shows 2 feet on each side.
   A. All disturbed areas shall be sodded (from edge of sandbags to limits of
construction) see response to 4 above.

"People Focused. Performance Driven."
Q. Will all other disturbed areas be sodded, seed and much or erosion mating on areas greater than 2% slope?
A. All disturbed areas shall be sodded per details on sheet 400. Any areas with greater than 2% slope shall have sand cement ditch paving.

Q. Same question for swale areas less than 2% slope. Sod just the ditch section or all disturbed areas?
A. All disturbed areas shall be sodded per details on sheet 400.

Q. Is this a unit cost bid?
A. Yes

Q. What is the warranty time period for landscape and sod without irrigation on this project?
A. One Year (see note #2 on sheet L2.0)

The Project has a 360 Day performance period.

Attachment A is the detail for the Flume.

Acknowledgment of this addendum is required as part of your bid submittal. Failure to acknowledge this addendum may result in rejection of your bid.

Should you have any questions, feel free to call me at (850) 606-1600.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Don Tobin, CPPB
Purchasing and Contracting Administrator
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